Hardware System
XHub3 is the ultimate
high bandwidth media
sharing network XNet2
hub system. XHub3
allows multiple XT3
and XS production and
playout servers to be
interconnected through
a central hub, offering
a bandwidth of up to
1.5 Gb/sec.

Key Features
XNet2 high bandwidth media sharing network hub system
Offers the maximum network configuration security (isolated branch)
Performs accurate network status monitoring
Multiple hubs can be cascaded
USB connector for software upgrades

In a live or near-live
production network
environment, XHub3 gives
the maximum network
configuration security,
removing any risks of
cascade failure. XHub3
is also the XNet2 network
monitoring controller by
reporting about overall
conditions of the network
at any moment (server
connection to the XNet2
network, bandwidth
status).

Customer Support
& Training

Our clients range from TV stations to
video equipment rental companies and
production houses worldwide. EVS’ key
priority is to make sure that its clients
keep performing at the highest possible
level. We listen to our customers,
identify operating workflows, anticipate
needs, and suggest effective and reliable
solutions, so that they in turn can offer
top-quality productions to millions of TV
viewers across the globe.

Customer Support

Training

EVS is dedicated to making sure its
products are functioning in a way that
meets your needs and expectations.
We offer technical support 24/7 from
each of our regional offices, so you can
rest assured that someone will always
be available to answer any question that
may arise.

Do you want to learn how to operate EVS
systems and applications or enhance
your skills in using our tools?

All members of EVS’ technical support
team are qualified technicians with a
solid background in broadcasting.
They understand your requirements
and can provide you with the best
solution available.

EVS Training offers a series of courses
on how to operate its products, taught
in-house by industry professionals.
Some of the training sessions are
conducted by the EVS team via a Web
interface, so that you get hands-on
instruction even at a distance. EVS User
Guides and technical documents are
available free-of-charge on our Website.
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